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1. Introduction

The problem of finding boundary for a stable end of a non-compact smooth

m-manifold Wis studied by Siebenmann [13] for m>6, Husch and Price [6] for
m = 3 and so on. On the other hand, the end of the universal covering Mm of a

closed aspherical m-manifold Mm is conjectured to be semistable (Mihalik [11])
and to be R3 in case m = 3. In this paper, we shall find boundary for semistable
ends of a P2-irreducible 3-manifold.

To start with we define the semistability at an end of a manifold. Let W be
a non-compact connected m-manifold and ε be an end of W. Let V^U^

U2 => be a base of neighborhoods of ε consisting of connected m-submanifolds
of W9 and let r: [0, oo)-> Wbe a base ray, that is, a proper map with r[n, oo)c: Un

for all n. Then we have the inverse sequence of the fundamental groups

^: πΛl/o, α0) <^ *ι(^ι> *ι) ̂  *i(U2, <*2) <

where an = r(n) and φΛfk (n < k) is the homomorphism induced by the path r | [n, k]:

([n, fc], n, k)->(Un, flΛ, flfc). Now ε is defined to be semistable if ̂  is semistable,
or satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, that is, for each n there is a k(n) (>n)

such that

Im <?„,*(„) = Im φπ>fe for all k > k(n).

It is shown in [7] that the semistability of stf is independent of the choice of { Un}

and r, and hence the semistability at ε is well defined. Then we have the following

main result in this paper:

THEOREM. Let W be a non-compact connected P2-irreducίble 3-manifold

such that dW is compact and n^(W) is finitely generated. Let ε be an end of W

and suppose that ε is semistable. Then ε has a neighborhood U such that dU is

a closed surface and U is homeomorphίc to dU x [0, oo).

Here Wis P2-irreducible if it is irreducible and does not contain any 2-sided

surface homeomorphic to the projective plane P2.
We will show that any W that satisfies the hypotheses of the Theorem can
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have only finitely many ends (cf. Lemma 3). In particular, if W is contractible,

then W has only one end and we have the following

COROLLARY. Let W be a contractible irreducible open ^-manifold. Then

W is homeomorphic to R3 if and only if the end of W is semistable.

This corollary is contained in the recent result of Brin and Thickstun [1, (A)]

which says that the same is true even if "the end of Wis semistable" is weakened

to "W is end l-movable". Furthermore, in the case that W is orientable, our

theorem also follows from the combination of [1, Th. I.I] and Lemma 3.

We note that in the Theorem the assumption that n^W) is finitely generated
cannot be removed. For instance, let HQ <= H± c= H2 c: be an increasing sequence

of handlebodies such that Hn has genus n and Hn+l is obtained from Hn by thicken-

ing and then by attaching an orientable 1-handle. Put W0 = {jnHn. Then W0

is a connected orientable irreducible open 3-manifold. Furthermore τr1(FK0) is

infinitely generated, and WQ has one end which is semistable but not stable.

We also note that the semistability at an end can be expressed in the several

ways as follows.

PROPOSITION ([4] and [11]). For W, ε and stf given in the beginning of this

section the following three assertions are equivalent:

(a) ι£/ is semistable.

(b) Hm1 J2/ is trivial.

(c) Any two base raysf, g: [0, oo)-» Wfor the end ε are properly homotopic.

In the results given by Siebenmann [13] and Husch and Price [6], the stability

at ε together with some conditions on the fundamental group π1(ε) = lim jtf at

ε is assumed. Note that an end ε of Wis defined to be stable if the inverse sequence
j^ is pro-isomorphic to a constant sequence. Moreover, in higher dimensional

cases the knowledge of π^ε) is indispensable to find boundary, even for a con-

tractible W (see [2]). In contrast with these results the Theorem asserts that we

have only to verify that ε is semistable in the 3-dimensional case.

The author is very grateful to Professor Matthew Brin for pointing out an

error in the original version of the proof and for various kind comments. The

error stated that dVn in Lemma 9 is connected, and is repaired by considering

the component d0Vn of dVn stated in Lemma 4. The author also thanks Professor

Takao Matumoto for his encouragement throughout this work.

2. Proof of Theorem

Let W be as in the Theorem and let ε be a semistable end of W. Taking a

base {£/„} of neighborhoods of ε and a base ray r, we have the inverse sequence j^
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described in the beginning of §1. We may assume that

Int Un => Un + i and dUn is connected for all n.

It is easy to show the following

LEMMA 1. If for each n there is a k>n so that Uk is not irreducible, then
W& R3 ("« " means "is homeomorphic to").

By this lemma, we may assume that Un is irreducible for all n. Since W
is P2-irreducible, this means that

Un is P2-irreducible for each n.

By the semistability condition on ε, passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may
also assume that

(2) Im φΠik = Im φn>n + l for all fc > n.

To prove the Theorem we first discuss some consequences of the assumption
that πι(W) is finitely generated. By the result of Scott [12], there is an irreducible
core N of Wwith Λf dnt W, that is, a compact connected irreducible 3-submanifold
N of W such that the inclusion Nc= W induces an isomorphism π^ty-ϊπ^W)
(cf. [8], [9]); and we fix such an N hereafter. In our case both of Wand N are
aspherical, and N is a deformation retract of W. For a given end ε, let

7 denote the component of W— Int N with ε as an end.

We may assume Int Y=> C/0 for the base {U n} of neighborhoods of ε.

LEMMA 3. (i) The inclusions dY^Y and £/„<= Y induce isomorphisms

(a) H*(dY) -=-> H+(Y) and

(b) H*(dY) *=- H*(Y) -=* Imj H*(UΛ).

(ii) dY is connected and ε is the unique end of Y.

(Throughout this section we consider the (co)homology with coefficient in Z2.)

PROOF. Consider the cohomologies H*(X) of the cochain complex S*(X)
with compact support and H*(X) = H(S*(X)IS*(X)). Then, we have
H*(W')*H3_.t(W',dW')*H3-+(IntW,N) = Q for W' = IntW-lntN. Hence

H*(W')*H*(W). Consider Y'= Y D W. Then T is a component of W, and so
H*(Y')^H*(Y'). In particular H°(Y')*Z2, and this means that Y' has exactly
one end ε by [3, Th. 1]. Hence Y= Y' since Y is non-compact, and ε is the
unique end of Y. Moreover, //*( Y) ̂ H*(Y)^ Hπj H*(Un). The rest of the lemma
is shown by the facts that Ht(dWr)*H*(W')9H*(dW')*ίH*(W') and dY' = dY.Q
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Let F c= Int Y be a connected closed surface. If Y— F has two components

A and B such that dYczA and ε is an end of B, then we say that F separates dY

from ε in Y.

LEMMA 4. Let Feint Y be a connected 3-submanifold of Y, and suppose

that V is a neighborhood of ε. Then:

(i) H1(F) is finitely generated.

(ii) There is a unique component F of dV such that F separates dY from

ε in Y.

In the rest of this paper, F in (ii) will be denoted by d0V.

PROOF, (i) is seen by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (Y; V9 Cl (7— V)) and

by Lemma 3 (i) (a).
(ii) Let X denote the component of Cl(Y-F) such that dY^dX. Put

F = X n V. It suffices to show that F is connected. Suppose F is not connected.
Then there are a circle J in Int Y and a component S of F such that J traverses S

at one point. On the other hand J is homotopic to a circle in N since N is a core

of W. By considering the intersection number of J and S, we have a contradiction.
Thus F is connected. Q

LEMMA 5. For V in Lemma 4, the following four assertions are equivalent:

(a) Y is or lent able, (b) dY is orίentable.
(c) V is orient able, (d) d0V is orientable.

PROOF. Clearly (a) implies (b), (c) and (d). We now assume that Y is
non-orientable and prove that all of dY9 V and d0V are non-orientable. Let
p: W-+ W be the orientable double covering. Then, it is sufficient to show that
all of p~\dY)9 p~\V) and p~\dQV) are connected, since dY and d0V are 2-sided
surfaces in W.

Note that W is irreducible (cf. [5]) and that N = p-l(N) for the irreducible

core N of W is connected and is an irreducible core of W.
p~l(Y) is connected by the assumption, and is a component of W— Int Ft.

Thus p~*(dY) = dp~l(Y) is also connected by Lemma-3 (ii). Moreover, p~l(Y)
has exactly one end, and so does p~l(V) which is connected.

To show that p~1(d0V) is connected, let Z be the component of Cl(Y—V)

with d7c=δZ. Then p~l(Z) is connected since so is p~1(dY). Moreover dZ=>d0V
by the definition of d0Vin Lemma 4. Assume that p~1(S0V) has two components

S and S'. Then there is a circle in p~*(Y) which traverses 5 at one point since both
of p~1(Z) and p~l(V) are connected. On the other hand the circle is homotopic
to a circle in Ft since ft is a core of W. This is a contradiction, and hence p~l(dQV)
is connected. Q
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Now let us fix an n for a moment. From Un+1 clnt Un we can construct a
3-submanifold U' clnt L/π so that each component of dU' is incompressible in
l/π, by applying a finite number of simple moves due to McMillan [10, §2] to Un+ 1

in (7Π. Here we note that each simple move is done by adding a 2- or 3-handle
or removing a 1- or Q-handle. Moreover, we define

Vn = the unique non-compact component of U'.

Note that Vn is P2-irreducible since so is Un.

LEMMA 6. If n'>n is sufficiently large, then r[nr, oo) c Int Vn for a given
base ray r, and

Im [n,(Vn, b) -> πλ(UΛ9 ft)] c Im [^(l/,^, ft) -» π,(Un, ft)]

/or ft = r(V) αnd the homomorphisms induced by the inclusions, where the first

one is a monomorphism.

PROOF. The last assertion is valid since dVn is incompressible in Un. By
definition, we have a sequence Un + i=X0, Xί9...9 Xk=Vn of connected non-
compact 3-submanifolds of Un, where Xi+i is obtained from Xi by a simple move

given above and then by taking the non-compact component if necessary. We

may assume that r[n', oo)cXf for all i. Put Gi = Im[πl(Xi,b)^>πl(Un,b)~].

IfXi+ίdXh then G^cG,. If Xi+ί=Xi U (an Λ-handle) (ft = 2 or 3), then
π^Xi, ft)->π1(Jίί+1, ft) is an epimorphism by the van Kampen theorem; hence

Gi+l = Gt. Thus we have the lemma. Q

LEMMA 7. Each loop /: S1-*^ extends to a proper map /: S1 x [0, oo)-*

PROOF. Choose a base point ceS1. We may assume that /(S1)cInt7Π

and /(c) = ft = r(V) for n' in Lemma 6. Take fc>max{n/, n + 2} so that Uk^ίa
lntVn. Then Im [π ,̂ ftH^([/M, ft)] elm [0: ^(l/fc, ^)->^(l/n, ft)] by the
semistability condition (2) and Lemma 6, where φ is induced by the path rk =
r\[ri, K\: [n', A:]->Int Un. Therefore there is a homotopy /: S1 x [>', k~]^Un

such that ϊ\Slx{n'}=f, /i{c}x[n', fe] = rk and Λ=/| S1 x {/c}: S1 x {/c}->l/k.
Moreover, since 5KΠ is incompressible in 17Π, we can modify / by the standard

cut and paste argument so that /(S1 x [V, fc])<=FΠ without changing on

S1 x K, fe} U {c} x [n', fc]. Now, by (2) again, /fc extends to /: S1 x [fc, fc + 1]-*

l/ f c_ι such that /(S1 x {fe f I})cl7ft+1, and so on. Thus /k extends to a proper

map/: 51 x [fc, oo)-*^.! with/I S1 x {fe}=/fc; and the lemma is proved. Q

We quote the following theorem, which is used in the proof of Lemma 9

below.
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THEOREM 8 (Waldhausen [14, Lemma 5] and Heil [5, Prop. 5]). Let M be a

connected P2-ίrreducible 3-manifold, and let F0 and Fx be two incompressible
components of dM (not necessarily dM = F0\jF1). If any loop in F0 is freely

homotopic in M to a loop in F l 5 then M is homeomorphic to FQ x [0, 1].

LEMMA 9. (i) The inclusion S0Vnc:Vn (for d0Vn given by Lemma 4(ii))

induces a monomorphism H1(30Kπ)->/f1(Kll).

(ii) // S is a connected 2-sided incompressible closed surface in Int Vn

which separates δY from ε in Y9 then S is parallel to d0Vn in Vn.

PROOF, (i) Take any k > n + 2 with Int Vn => Uk and put Z = Vn - Int Uk c Vn.

Then, in the same way as the construction of U' from Un+1c:Int Un, we obtain
a 3-submanifold Z' a Vn so that each component of dZ' — dVn\s incompressible in
Vn by applying simple moves, done by adding a 2- or 3-handle or removing a 1- or

0-handle, to Z in Vn. Now, let V be the unique non-compact component of

CKTΠ-Z') and M0,Mί9...,Mp be all components of M = Cl(Vn-V')9 where
30Fπc:δM0. Then, M0 is a compact connected P2-irreducible 3-submanifold of

Any loop/: Si-^d0Vn extends to a proper map /: S1 x [0, oo)-*Kπ by Lemma

7. Here we take / so that it is in general position relative to dV. Then each

component of J~*(dV) is a circle which is inessential or parallel to S1 x {0} in
S1 x [0, oo). Thus we may assume that for some s>0, /(S1 x {s})<=δ0K' and

each component of J'^d^V) Π S1 x(0, s) is an inessential circle in S1 x [0, s].
Moreover, since d0V is incompressible in Fπ, we can modify f\Sl x [0, s] by

the standard cut and paste argument so that f~1(d0V) n S1 x(0, s) = 0, i.e.,
/(S1 x [0, s])c:M0. Therefore /is homotopic in M0 to a loop /| S1 x {s} in d0V'.

Thus Theorem 8 implies that M0«δ0KB x [0, 1].
In the construction of Z', for any added 2-handle H and for any /t-handle

//Λ (Jι = l or 0) removed before, we may assume that HΓ\H° = 0, the attaching
boundary of H is disjoint from H l and H is in general position relative to H1.

Now consider the union Lk of M and all removed /i-handles Hh (h = l or 0). Then

by the above assumption, if H°φΛί, then H° n M = 0; and if tf1 φM, then H1 is
cut into smaller 1-handles by 2-handles added after. Therefore Lk is a compact
connected 3-submanifold of Vn such that

d0Vn c <3FΠ c 5LΛ, Z c Lk and Lfc « M u (1 -handles),

where all new 1-handles are attached to M Π V' = dV. These together with M0»

S0Vnx[09 1] imply that

(10) dQVn c Lk induces a monomorphism αk: H^d^V^ - > Hι(Lk) .

From the sequence {Lfc} given above, we choose a subsequence {Lk(j)} with
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LkO )C=L f c (y+ 1 ). Then Vn = \JjLk(j) since Vn — IntUk = Z<=Lk. Consider
commutative diagram

tfiTO

401

the

induced by the inclusions, where α = liιgαΛ(y). Then α is a monomorphism by

(10), and (i) is proved.
(ii) For a given S in (ii) we carry out the construction of Z' in the proof

of (i) by taking k with UkΓ\S = 0 in addition. Then we can assume that S<=
IntZ' in addition, since ScIntZ and S is incompressible in Vn. Moreover we
see that Sc:IntM0 by the definition of d0Vn and M0 and the assumption that
S separates dY from ε in 7. Since M0&d0Vn x [0, 1], S is parallel to d0Vn in Mp

and so in Vn. Q

Now we proceed to the next step of the proof. For {Vn} constructed above,
choose a sequence n(0)<n(l)< such that

(11) Int J/(ί) n Int l/B(0 + 1 ID t/B(l+1) ID Vn(i+l) for all i.

LEMMA 12. The inclusion Fπ(ί)c=y induces an isomorphism H^V^)-*

H^Y) for all i.

PROOF. For a base ray r, we may assume that r[2i-l, oo)c=L/π(.) and

r[2ί, oo)c=FM(ί). Then, by taking flf = r(2i — 1) and 6f = r(2i) as base points of
l/π(ί) and Fπ(ί), respectively, we have the commutative diagram

(13)

where αf, j?ί5 φf and A f are induced by the base ray r. Here we have

(14) λt is an epimorphism for all ϊ,

by a simple diagram chasing method using (2), Lemma 6 and (11). Further

consider the commutative diagram

1 I

where each ηt is induced by each vertical Hurewicz homo-
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morphism is an epimorphism. Then (14) shows that ηt is also an epimorphism

for all i. Thus Hl(Vn(i^Hl(Vn(i+^ is a monomorphism for all ι. Therefore,

the upper homomorphism in the commutative diagram

is also a monomorphism. Since the right oblique homomorphism is an iso-
morphism by Lemma 3 (i) (b), so is the left one. Hence we have the lemma

by Lemma 4 (i). Q

Now we are ready to prove the Theorem. By Lemmas 3 (i) (a), 9 (i) and 12,
we have

dim H^dY) > dim H^V^ for all ί.

This means that there are only finitely many possibilities of the value of

dim/ί1(δ07ll(ί)) for all i. Thus we have a subsequence ra(0)<w(l)< of
n(0)<n(l)< such that

ffiίWw) fora11 *•

By Lemma 5, this implies that

(16) 30Fm(0) « a0n,(o for all ί.

We claim now that δQVm(ί+ί) is incompressible in Fm(ί). If not, by applying

the cut and paste argument to d0Fm(ί+1) in Fm(ί), we get a connected 2-sided
incompressible closed surface S in Int Fm(ί) so that Fm(ί) — 5 has two components
A=>dVm(i} and B with ε as an end, and that χ(S)>χ(d0Vm(i+1)). Hence S separates
dYfrom ε in Ysince so is d0Fm(ί). Thus, by Lemma 9 (ii), S is parallel to d0Vm(i)

in Fm(ί), and χ(30KM(j)) = χ(S). These contradicts with (16). Thus d0Fm(ί+1) is

incompressible in Vm(iy

Therefore, by the definition of ^0Kπ(i+i) and Lemma 9 (ii), δ0Fm(ί+1) is

parallel to d0Fm(ί) in Vm(i). Thus Cl(Fm(0-Fm(ί+1))«30KW(i)x [0,1] This and
(11) together with the fact that dUm(i+i) is connected show that dFm(ί) = δ0Fm(ί) for
all ϊ. Thus Fm(0)«dKm(0) x [0, oo) as desired.

The proof of the Theorem is now completed.
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